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back to back drawing activity worksheet therapist aid - the back to back drawing communication exercise will get your
groups and couples working together talking and thinking about how they communicate groups are split into pairs of
listeners and speakers the speaker will describe an image for the listener to draw but the listener cannot speak neither
person can see the other s paper, back to back drawing communication exercise team building - back to back drawing
challenge brief divide your team into pairs and have each pair organise their chairs so they are sitting back to back give one
person out of each pair a picture of a shape and give the other person some paper and a pencil, team building exercises
and activities training from - the team seems to have lost some of its energy and motivation and morale is beginning to
drop so shakira decides to get her people back on track by exploring some team building strategies and activities team
building is about providing the skills training and resources that your people need so that they can work in harmony,
communication exercise back to back drawing therapist aid - 1 pair off group members and instruct them to sit back to
back 2 give one member the listener a blank piece of paper and a pencil and the other member the speaker a geometrical
image from pages 2 4, back 2 back drawing teampedia - the first time through the exercise the drawing person is not
allowed to speak to the direction giver the second time the drawer is allowed to ask only yes no questions the third time the
drawer can ask any question they like face to face allow each pair to sit face to face, improving communication exercise
mcgill university - improving communication exercise back to back drawing divide your team into pairs have each pair sit
with their backs to one another give one person from each partnership an image shape or collection of shapes depending
on di culty level wanted to describe to their partner who is given a pencil and pad of paper, communication skills training
activity back to back - back to back communication course material packages all courseware packages exercises and
games fun competitive review game to end on a high note after 10 minutes call the activity to a stop and ask each pair to
compare the outcome and how close is the listener s drawing to the original diagram, team building exercise back to back
drawing zack maurer - back to back drawing divide your group into pairs and have each pair sit on the floor back to back
give one person in each pair a picture of a shape and give the other person a pencil and pad of paper ask the people
holding the pictures to give verbal instructions to their partners on how to draw the shape without actually telling the partners
what the shape is, back to basics a drawing exercise for all skill levels - this entry was posted in painting tips and
tagged advaced beginner drawing drawing basics drawing lessons drawing tips drawing worksheet drawing workshop learn
to draw painting painting lessons, back to back drawing student leadership game shapes - back to back drawing student
leadership game shapes russ peak find more fun leadership games at www leadership ideas com describe step by step how
to draw this design
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